
 
 

Escape room walkthrough: Night at the Museum 

Direkte kortlink: cfulink.dk/nightatthemuseum 

 

Oversigt over opgaverne i rummet 

NB! Svaret på opgaverne er skrevet med rødt. Den rækkefølge, som man tilgår dem i undervejs, er 

ligegyldig. Der er også andre clues undervejs ud over opgaverne. Man kan fx få hints og hjælp undervejs 

ved at trykke på de aktive punkter.  

 

Outside the Museum   

Background story/intro: 

You have planned to spend the afternoon at the American Museum of Natural History in New York. The 

museum is famous for its giant dinosaur skeletons that you always wanted to see. You are running late, 

because you missed the first bus going to Manhattan, and the museum closes at 17 o’clock.  So, you only 

have a short time to see the exhibits.  

To enter the museum, you must go up the stairs and pass through the main entrance. Once inside the 

museum collect six clues. Every time you solve a puzzle, you get a letter which is part of the exit code. You 

can leave the escape room via the cellar - but you need the clues to exit. 

To collect the clues, you must use all your wits in the game. Click on animals, things, people – dead or alive 

that you see, and collect the information that will let you to leave in time. 

Rumour has it that strange things happen after opening hours, so make sure that you are out in time! 

 

The Front Hall 

The Dinosaur Exhibit 

The museum is famous for its collection of dinosaur skeletons. This is a Tyrannosaurus Rex. Notice the big 

teeth! It’s a good thing that it doesn’t live on Earth anymore. It’s extinct/ has died out. 

Watch the video and find out what might have killed the dinosaurs.  
Dinosaurs: all you need to know https://youtu.be/G3gXWDYpLAE 
 
Clue 

What are the two theories on the extinction of the dinosaurs? 
a) An asteroid hit the Earth, or a volcano erupted 
b) Another animal ate them, or the Earth exploded 

Choose the right answer. 

https://youtu.be/G3gXWDYpLAE


 
 
 
Click on the trigger point and get the first letter to remember: A 
   

The Hallway 

The Storeroom   
 
You open a door and enter a room stacked with coffins and statues. They look very old and creepy. 
 It doesn’t look like the rest of the museum. Maybe it is a storeroom? On a table there is a coffin painted 
like the person who died. 
 
Clue 
What could be inside the coffin? Answer with one word. 
Clue: mummy 
 
Click on the trigger point and get the next letter to remember: F 
 

 

The Rest Room  

 

After searching all over, you have finally found a toilet. A pretty strange looking one! It is as if you have 

entered another world. While you are in there, it suddenly becomes dark, and you are looking for the 

_____ _____ 

Clue 
What is the missing word? Answer with two words. 
Clue: light switch 
 
Click on the trigger point and get the next letter to remember: N 
 
Extra tag: 
Click on the soap dispenser and get one mor letter to remember: A 

 

 

The First Floor 
 

The Elephant Exhibit 

The elephants are starting to move around the room. They are stomping with their big feet and swinging 
their long ______.  
Quickly find the missing word and get out of there! 
 
Clue 
What is the missing word? Answer with one word only.  



 
 
Clue: trunks 
 
Click on the trigger point and get the next letter to remember: A 

 
The Crime Scene Exhibit 
 
This room looks safer. No dangerous animals moving about! Maybe you can hide in here… 
What is that in the middle of the room? It is reaching its bony hands out towards you. Oh, no! It’s a living 
_____! 
Click on the hand. 
 
Clue 

What is the missing word? Answer with one word only.  

Clue: skeleton 

 

Click on the trigger point and get the next letter to remember: S 

 

The Top Floor 
 

The Blue Whale 

Sit down and rest a little at the cafeteria. A huge whale is hanging from the ceiling. It is moving its big tail 

around and opening its mouth, but you are don’t have to be afraid. The blue whale is the world's largest 

mammal, but it won’t eat you. 

Watch the video about the snail and the whale and find out which great fish will eat you! 
The Snail & the Whale Journey to the Caves beneath the Waves: https://youtu.be/kA7nLf-pQas 
 
Clue  
Which predators (big fish) from the movie could eat you? Answer with one word. 
Clue: sharks 
 
Click on the trigger point and get the next letter to remember: Y 
 
 

In the Cellar  
 
The Way Out  
You are almost there! 
Find the way out and fill in the letters from the clues – and FINALLY leave the museum. 
 
The letters form a word – but which one? 
Answer: fantasy 

 

https://youtu.be/kA7nLf-pQas


 
 

You have escaped the museum alive. Run and do not look back! You never know what is 

coming... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


